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Abstract 

The change-detection task can be used to assess how efficiently individuals 

perceive visual information. While reading ability allows us to efficiently recognize written 

characters, little is known about whether it also facilitates detection of changes to these 

characters. Three experiments were conducted to investigate this question. Participants 

saw many Chinese characters or Chinese-like artificial characters in flickering images 

and were required to find the one that was changing. Chinese readers were faster than 

non-readers when detecting changes to Chinese characters, but there was no difference 

between the performance of readers and non-readers when detecting changes 

to meaningless artificial characters. Also, readers detected changes faster when all of 

the unchanging characters were Chinese, and slower when they were artificial. These 

findings demonstrate a reader advantage when detecting changes to Chinese 

characters. That is, readers' ability to differentiate meaningful and meaningless written 

characters allowed them to detect character changes more efficiently. 
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Introduction 

The ability to notice relevant information and changes in the visual environment 

is critical to everyday task performance. But, surprisingly, this ability is sometimes quite 

limited. One often-cited demonstration of this was an experiment in which observers 

watched two different videos superimposed on the same viewing screen (Neisser & 

Becklen, 1975). When asked to focus their attention on and monitor events in one of the 

videos, observers often failed to notice events in the other video that they were not 

paying attention to. This is particularly compelling because the unattended visual events 

were directly in the observers' line of sight. This shows that gazing at an object does not 

necessarily mean it will be consciously perceived unless it is also attended to. Failure to 

notice unattended objects directly in our line of sight is known as inattentional blindness 

(Mack & Rock, 1998a, 1998b). Other researchers noted that when attention is not 

focused on objects, not only are they less discriminable than attended objects, but we 

might even fail to notice significant changes to their appearance (e.g., Jensen, Yao, 

Street & Simons, 2011; O’Regan, Rensink & Clark, 1999; Rensink, O’Regan & Clark, 

1997). This is referred to as change blindness (see also, Simons, 2000; Simons & 

Rensink, 2005). The change blindness phenomenon suggests that the detection of 

visual changes is not as straightforward as it seems.  

Change Detection and the Flicker Task 

Eye movement researchers were among the first to study the perception of visual 

changes (Rensink, 2002; Simons & Levin, 2003). When observers inspect a visual 

scene, they typically make rapid eye movements called saccades, which are carried out 

to focus objects of interest onto the highly sensitive foveal region of the retina. While the 

eyes are in motion during saccades, there is a dramatic deterioration of visual sensitivity 

called saccadic suppression (Matin, 1974). It occurs just before (~75 ms) the eyes start 

to move, is strongest at the beginning of the movement, and weakens once the eyes 

have landed in their new position. This suppression does not prevent stimuli from being 

processed by the visual system, but it does appear to be associated with reduced 

perceptual awareness (Krekelberg, 2010; Watson & Krekelberg, 2009). During a 

saccade, individuals are far less aware of stimulus movement and the onset of visual 

probes (Bridgeman, Hendry & Stark, 1975; Latour, 1962; Volkman, Schick & Riggs, 
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1968; Zuber & Stark, 1966). Previous research suggests that the perceptual impairment 

associated with saccadic suppression can lead to difficulty in detecting changes that 

occurred during the saccade. McConkie and Zola (1979) conducted an experiment in 

which observers saw words in alternating upper and lower case while their eye 

movements were being monitored. Once their eyes were in motion during a saccade, 

every letter was switched to the opposite case (e.g., aNaTOmY changed to AnAtoMy) 

and, surprisingly, most observers did not notice the change. Grimes (1996) used a 

similar technique, but with photographic images. When some aspects of the currently 

viewed image were altered while the eyes were in motion during a saccade, observers 

were often unable to detect changes. The saccade-contingent method was one of the 

first techniques used to study change detection.  

In the late 1990s, a different task was developed by Rensink and colleagues 

(1997) to study change detection without tracking observer’s eye movements. It involves 

the presentation of the original version of a stimulus (image A) and then a modified 

version of that stimulus (image A'). Between the presentation of image A and A', there is 

a briefly presented blank field that masks the transients associated with the change, 

thereby preventing attention from being drawn to the change location. When shown in 

continuous alternation, the stimulus presentation is essentially a 4-frame movie that 

loops. In Rensink et al.'s (1997) experiments, for example, the original image A was 

presented for 240 ms, followed by a blank field for 80 ms, followed by the modified 

image A' for 240 ms, followed by another blank field for 80 ms, followed by the original 

image again, and so on until a response was made or the trial ended (see Figure 1). 

This is known as the flicker task. When performing this task, observers saw what 

appeared to be a flickering photo, and were asked to find the changing object within it. 

The changing object is referred to as the “target”. The flicker task is commonly used to 

study factors related to change blindness and change detection, partly because it does 

not require complex instrumentation involving eye tracking. 
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Figure 1.  An example of the flicker-task stimulus presentation sequence. 

In order to detect the change while performing a flicker task, observers need to 

attend to the target location and compare the perceived information between image A 

and A’ (Jensen et al., 2011; Rensink, 2002). But observers rarely notice the changing 

target right away. Instead, they usually need to serially inspect a number of different 

locations within the stimulus display before the target is found. Serial search for targets 

within flickering displays is similar to search for targets within static (non-flickering) 

stimulus displays (e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, 1989; Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe, 

1998, 2016; Wolfe & Horowitz, 2017). For example, with both flickering and static 

displays, serial search can be associated with a significant set-size effect (i.e., time 

required to serially search the display and find the target increases as the number of 

non-target objects in the display increases) (e.g., Rensink, 2000a). In addition, with both 

types of displays, the presentation of a location cue indicating the probable target 

location can facilitate search efficiency (e.g., Scholl, 2000). Hence, most aspects of 

serial search within static-displays also hold for serial search within flicker-displays. 

Despite some similarities, there is a critical difference between the flickering- and 

static-display experiments. In static-display experiments, observers usually search for a 

pre-defined target, and indicate whether it is present or absent. When searching within a 

static display for a known target, the observer compares each inspected item with a 

mental representation of the target to determine whether they match. If so, then the 

target has been located and the search is terminated. If not, then search resumes at 

another location. In a flicker-display experiment, however, observers are not given any 
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specific information about the target’s identity. Instead, they are able to find the target 

because it is the only item within the display that “changes”. Consequently, when 

searching within a flicker-display for the changing target, the observers have to compare 

each inspected item at particular location with itself to detect the “change”. That is, the 

observer must compare the identity of the currently focused item in image A with the 

identity of the item at the same location in image A’ (see Figure 2). If they do not match, 

then the changing target has been located and search is terminated. But if they do 

match, then the item is not the target, and serial search continues at another location. 

The next item's identities in image A and A' are again compared to determine a 

match/mismatch, and so on. In other words, whereas search within static displays 

typically involves inter-item comparisons, search within flickering displays, in a sense, 

involves intra-item comparisons.  

 

Figure 2.  The flicker-task search algorithm involves comparing items in image 
A with the items at the corresponding locations in image A’ to 
determine whether they match or not. 

Many of the flicker-task studies conducted since 1990s used pictorial stimuli 

(usually photographs) because they are particularly suited for studying how we attend to 

natural scenes (e.g., Rensink et al., 1997). But their use also limits the degree of control 
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that experimenters have over important aspects of search tasks. For example, objects 

within pictorial scenes often differ in size, shape, and colour. And these objects almost 

always differ in their relative interest to observers, which can bias search. More 

specifically, changes to central-interest objects tend to be detected faster than changes 

to marginal-interest objects, which indicates that search is often biased toward the 

locations of the former (e.g., O’Regan, Deubel, Clark & Rensink, 2000). Objects in non-

pictorial displays, on the other hand, can be created so that the experimenter has more 

precise control over size, shape, and colour. And the objects’ relative “interest” to 

observers can also be controlled. Another limitation of pictorial stimuli is that objects 

within scenes (particularly central-interest ones like people) tend to be located 

somewhere closer to the centre of the display. Therefore, over trials, observers may 

develop a strategic bias to begin searching near the centre. In contrast, non-pictorial 

stimuli are not constrained by photographic composition, and the positions of individual 

items can be randomized over trials so that targets are equally likely to appear at central 

and peripheral locations within the display. Thus, pictorial stimuli are most suitable for 

studying how aspects of visually-rich natural scenes such as gist and context affect 

search for objects within them. But non-pictorial stimuli allow the experimenter to have 

more precise control over object features and locations, and these stimuli are most 

suitable for studying how stimulus properties affect search efficiency.  

Reading and Change Detection 

Change detection is influenced by lower-level visual properties of targets such as 

colour, size, and orientation (e.g., Rensink, 2000a; Shi & Wright, 2016; Smilek, 

Eastwood & Merikle, 2000; Tovey & Herdman, 2014; Wright & Shi, 2017). And it is also 

influenced by higher-level factors such as familiarity with the objects in the display (e.g., 

Buttle & Raymond, 2003; Tovey & Herdman, 2014), and observers’ experience and 

expertise with objects (e.g., Clark, Fleck & Mitroff, 2011; Sheridan & Reingold, 2014; 

Werner & Thies, 2000). But one type of expertise—reading—has not been examined by 

change detection researchers. Reading ability develops through intensive practice at 

learning to recognize and retrieve the meaning of the written words and characters. It is 

associated with a visual expertise at processing words (Björnström, Hills, Hanif, & Barton, 

2014; McCandliss, Cohen & Dehaene, 2003). To my knowledge, however, no study has 

been conducted specifically to determine whether or not reading ability can facilitate 
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change detection to written words. The aim of the current study was to address this 

question.  

To examine the effect of reading ability on change detection, I conducted a series 

of experiments with linguistic stimuli. Chinese characters were chosen because they are 

uniquely suited for use as stimuli in the flicker change-detection experiments. These 

characters are square-shape logograms and most are composed of 7 to 12 strokes 

(lines, dots, curves) (Luo, Chen & Zhang, 2017).The strokes are grouped together to 

form one or more orthographic components called radicals (see Figure 3). The 

characters are also similar in shape and size, regardless of the number of strokes they 

are composed of (Goonetilleke, Lau & Shih, 2002; Tang, Au Yeung, & Chen, 1997; Yeh, 

Li, Takeuchi, Sun & Liu, 2003). Relative to Roman alphabet letters, Chinese characters 

are visually complex and can be modified in a number of different ways. Their small 

square shape also eliminates the need for left-right (or vice versa) scanning that may 

occur with alphabetic word stimuli. Whereas English words unfold linearly in one 

dimension, Chinese characters have a two-dimensional form with several possible 

spatial structures (Sun, Yang, Desroches, Liu & Peng, 2011). Moreover, unlike 

alphabetic letters, Chinese characters are morphemic. They can be used to study 

potential effects of linguistic meaning on search. Thus, Chinese characters are ideal for 

testing the questions raised in the current study. 

 

Figure 3.  Examples of Chinese characters. They are made up of strokes and 
radicals, and are morphemic. The dashed sections represent 
radicals within each character. 

Orthography is a set of rules and conventions associated with a writing system 

(Richards, Platt & Weber, 1985). Chinese orthography specifies the rules of radical 

composition and position when configuring a character (Chen, Allport & Marshall, 1996; 

McBride, 2016). Knowledge of Chinese orthography is generally developed through 

literacy acquisition, and it is one way to determine whether or not a character is Chinese 

(e.g., Ho, Yau & Au, 2003; Luo, Chen, Deacon & Li, 2011; Wang & McBride, 2016). One 

technique that has been used to study readers' knowledge of visual orthography is the 
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lexical decision task (see Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). The term "lexical categories" 

refers to the division of words into different classes (e.g., nouns, verbs). And the most 

basic division of lexical categories is that between words and non-words. In Chinese, a 

similar basic division of lexical categories is between real and artificial characters (e.g., 

Chen et al., 1996; Lee, Huang, Kuo, Tsai, & Tzeng, 2010; Liu et al., 2013; Tzeng, Hsu, 

Huang, Lee., 2017; Tzeng, Hsu, Lin, & Yang, 2018; Wong et al., 2012). This difference is 

mostly orthographical. Artificial characters typically contain orthographically illegal 

components, or illegal positions of orthographically legal components (e.g., Peng, Li & 

Yang, 1997; Tzeng et al., 2018). Beginning readers have a limited knowledge of 

orthography, and are less aware of the difference between real and artificial characters 

(Shu & Anderson, 1999; Tzeng et al., 2017). Skilled readers, on the other hand, can 

efficiently identify artificial characters (e.g. Shu & Anderson, 1999; Peng et al., 1997). As 

readers become more skilled, their recognition of Chinese may involve holistic 

processing of the overall configuration of characters as opposed to processing of 

constituent strokes or radicals (e.g., Chen & Yeh, 2015; Chua, 1999; Su & Samuels, 

2010; Wong et al., 2011a, 2011b; Yeh et al., 2003; Zhao, Qian, Bi & Coltheart, 2014). 

And Chinese character recognition requires a greater degree of visual orthographic 

knowledge than Roman alphabet letter recognition. 

The purpose of the current research was to determine whether or not reading 

ability would have any effect on the detection of changes to Chinese characters. I 

compared the flicker-task performance of participants who could read Chinese with that 

of participants who could not. I expected to find that readers would be able to detect 

Chinese-character changes faster than non-readers, and that the results of the 

experiments would provide some clues about how readers perceive Chinese characters 

differently than non-readers.  
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Experiment 1 

This experiment was conducted to determine whether or not Chinese readers 

would detect changes to Chinese characters faster than non-readers. 

Method 

Participants  

Forty-nine Simon Fraser University (SFU) undergraduate students were recruited 

through the Psychology Department Research Participation System. They received 

course credits in exchange for their participation. In addition, three SFU undergraduate 

students were recruited through advertisements posted on bulletin boards at various 

locations around the campus. These students received a $5 gift card in exchange for 

their participation. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had no 

history of seizure. Of the 52 participants, 26 self-reported to be proficient Chinese 

readers, and 26 self-reported to have minimal or no experience reading Chinese. The 

ages of participants in the Chinese-reader group ranged from 18 to 25 years (M = 20.5 

years, 22 females). The ages of participants in the non-reader group ranged from 18 to 

24 years (M = 19.1years, 21 females). This study was approved by the SFU Office of 

Research Ethics. 

Apparatus 

All experiments in this study were carried out with Dell PC computers and 19" 

Samsung SyncMaster 932 BF LCD monitors (1240 x 1028 px display resolution). 

Participants’ viewing distance in each experiment was 60 cm from the monitor. The 

experiments were controlled by and responses were recorded using E-prime 2.0 

software. 

Stimuli  

Each stimulus display contained 25 different characters. They were white (rgb 

255, 255, 255), and presented on a black background (rgb 0, 0, 0). Characters were 

roughly square in shape, and were about 3.3 x 3.8°. They were custom-made with 
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Adobe Illustrator graphics software so that their component strokes could easily be 

altered. Each one was composed of 8 to 11 straight lines and was clearly recognizable 

as a Chinese character by proficient readers of simplified Chinese (see Figure 4). The 

set of characters presented on each trial was randomly drawn from a pool of 488. 

Roughly equal numbers of 8-line, 9-line, 10-line, and 11-line characters were presented 

on each trial, and they were positioned throughout the screen in a 5x5 array (27.6 x 

27.6°). More specifically, each character was positioned within one of the 25 imaginary 

position grids (5.52 x 5.52°). In order to make the search task more challenging and to 

vary the appearance of stimuli across trials, their positions were slightly “jittered” within 

the grid so that the characters were never in straight rows and columns. Also, adjacent 

characters within the display never formed meaningful word pairs or sentences that 

could be read by participants. Over the course of the experiment, there was an equal 

likelihood that the target would be presented at any of the 25 locations within the 5x5 

stimulus array. 

 

Figure 4.  Example of straight-line Chinese and artificial characters used in 
this study. 

As mentioned previously, the flicker task involves the rapid alternation of two 

similar but slightly different stimulus images. These images (A & A’) are identical except 

for the object at the change location. In this experiment, 24 of the 25 characters were the 

same in both images. Only one character, the target, differed at a given location within 

the two images. More specifically, in image A’, a subset (3 or 4) of the target character’s 

component lines was altered. I refer to this type of alteration of the target as partial 

change because the target’s other component lines were still the same in both image A 

and A’. As a result of this partial change, the altered target character in image A’ was no 

longer a recognizable character. I refer to these unrecognizable characters as artificial 

characters. Thus, on each trial, as stimulus images A and A’ were presented in 

alternation, 24 of the 25 characters (the non-targets) were Chinese and did not change. 

The single target changed in alternation between a real character and an artificial 
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character.1 Note that from this point forward, I will use the terms "Chinese character" and 

"real character" interchangeably.  

For all experiments in this study, the stimulus image pairs (A & A’) were 

presented in alternation as follows: The original image (A) (300 ms), then a blank field 

(100 ms), then the modified version of the original image (A’) (300 ms), then a blank field 

again (100 ms), then the original image (A) again, and so on (Figure 5). This sequence 

looped continuously until either (1) the participant pressed a response button to indicate 

that they had detected the changing character; or (2) 60 seconds had elapsed without a 

response being made. 

 

Figure 5.  The flicker task display with Chinese characters in current 
experiments. The target is indicated by red circle (not visible during 
presentation). 

                                                 
1  Chinese-artificial target changes were used because they were deemed most suitable for 
establishing whether or not there would be an effect of reading ability on change detection. But, in 
future experiments, other types of target changes (e.g., changes between two different Chinese 
characters) could be used to study questions such as the effect of character meanings on change 
detection. 
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Procedure 

On each trial, participants saw what appeared to be a single flickering image 

containing 25 characters and, as quickly as possible, they were asked to find the 

character that was changing. When they perceived the change, they pressed a 

response-box button. This stopped the reaction timer and the image flickering. Then the 

original image was shown and the mouse cursor became visible on the screen. 

Participants then moved the cursor with the mouse and clicked on the character that 

they believed was changing. After the mouse click and after a 1-second inter-trial interval, 

the next trial began. Trials were terminated if participant did not make a change-

detection response within 60 seconds. These null responses were recorded as time-out 

errors. When the participant did respond, but was unable to accurately indicate the 

changing character’s location with the mouse cursor (a rare occurrence), this was 

recorded as a change-localization error. Participants completed three practice trials 

while being observed by the experimenter. Over the course of a 30-minute testing 

session, they completed 75 randomly ordered data trials. These were divided into three 

blocks of 25 trials with a two-minute break between each block. 

Results and Discussion 

For each of the experiments in this study, time-out and change-localization error 

trials were excluded from the analyses. In addition, for each of the experiments, all trials 

with change-detection response times ± 3 standard deviations away from the 

corresponding trial-type means were excluded from further analysis as outliers. 

Accuracy 

Participants in this experiment made very few time-out and change-localization 

errors. Both readers (98.2%) and non-readers (97.6%) performed the task with high 

accuracy, no speed-accuracy trade off was observed, and no further inferential analyses 

were carried out with the response accuracy data. 
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Response time 

Prior to analysis of response times, 3.6% of trials were removed as errors and as 

response-time outliers for participants in the reader group; and 4.2% of trials were 

removed for participants in the non-reader group. An independent t-test (one-tailed) was 

conducted with the mean response times of the two groups of participants to determine 

whether or not reading ability affected the time required to detect the changing target. 

The results showed that readers detected the target significantly faster than non-readers 

(M = 8748 ms vs. M = 12279 ms respectively), t(50) = 6.89, p < .001, d = 1.91. This 

suggests that differences in the way readers and non-readers process Chinese 

characters allowed readers to detect changes to these characters more efficiently. When 

discussing this finding, I will sometimes refer to this as the reader advantage. 

Both readers and non-readers could distinguish between two different versions of 

a target in images A and A' on the basis of visual differences. But only the readers were 

able to perceive the target in image A as Chinese character, and the target in image A' 

as a meaningless, orthographically illegal collection of strokes. In other words, only the 

readers were able to distinguish between the two versions of the target in images A and 

A' on the basis of visual orthography violations. With years of literacy development, 

readers gain a deep knowledge of Chinese character orthography and sensitivity to 

violations of this orthography such as incorrect stroke combinations or radical positioning 

(e.g., Hsiao, Shillcock & Lavidor, 2007; Hsiao, Shillcock & Lee, 2007; Lo, Hue & Tsai, 

2007). When targets in this experiment changed from an orthographically correct 

(Chinese) character in image A to an orthographically incorrect (artificial) character in 

image A', this orthography violation would not have been noticed by non-readers. 

Readers, on the other hand, might be quite sensitive to it. And this could be one reason 

why they detected changes to Chinese characters faster than non-readers.  
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Experiment 2 

The results of Experiment 1 demonstrate that readers were able to detect a 

changing target within an array of flickering Chinese characters faster than non-readers. 

This suggests that their reading ability allowed them to process Chinese characters 

more efficiently, and to more readily notice the difference between a Chinese and an 

artificial character. This, in turn, might have allowed readers to compare target identities 

in flicker images A and A' and discover mismatches faster than non-readers. But would 

this still be the case if all characters were artificial? In particular, would readers still 

notice a difference between the two target characters in images A and A' faster than 

non-readers if these characters were visually similar to Chinese, but were meaningless? 

Experiment 2 was conducted to test this question. 

Another goal of Experiment 2 was to examine the effect of change magnitude on 

detection times; and whether this would vary, depending on whether stimuli were 

Chinese or artificial characters. In the previous experiment, only a subset of the strokes 

of target characters was altered (partial change). It has been proposed that readers 

might process Chinese characters holistically with radicals being perceived as "chunks" 

rather than as a collection of individual strokes; or perhaps even with whole characters 

composed of two radicals being perceived as single "chunks" (e.g., Chen & Yeh, 2015; 

Su & Samuels, 2010; Wong et al., 2012; Wong et al., 2011a, 2011b; Yeh et al., 2003; 

Zhao et al., 2014). If readers learn to process Chinese characters holistically in a way 

that non-readers cannot, then perhaps they might also detect holistic changes to targets 

faster than non-readers. More specifically, readers might detect Chinese-character 

changes faster than non-readers if they involved all of the target's component strokes 

(whole change) as opposed to only a subset of them (partial change). And this might not 

be the case with artificial characters which presumably readers would not process 

holistically. Thus, another aim of the current experiment was to determine whether or not 

varying the magnitude of target change (partial vs. whole) would interact with reading 

ability or be independent of it. 
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Method 

Participants  

Forty-five SFU undergraduate students were recruited through the Psychology 

Department Research Participation System and received course credits in exchange for 

their participation. In addition, nine SFU undergraduate students were recruited through 

advertisements posted on bulletin boards at various locations around the campus. These 

students received a $10 gift card in exchange for their participation. All participants had 

normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had no history of seizure. Of the 54 

participants, 27 self-reported to be proficient Chinese readers, and 27 self-reported to 

have minimal or no experience reading Chinese. The ages of participants in the 

Chinese-reader group ranged from 17 to 25 years (M = 20.9, 22 females). The ages of 

participants in the non-reader group ranged from 16 to 30 years (M = 21.3, 16 females). 

Stimuli  

Like Experiment 1, on each trial, the stimulus display contained 25 different 

characters. But, on half of trials in this experiment, all characters were Chinese in image 

A, and all but one character in image A' were Chinese; and on the other half of trials, all 

characters in image A and A' were artificial. The latter were similar in overall appearance 

to real characters, but had illegal stroke combinations. Depending on the trial type, 

characters were randomly drawn from either a pool of 488 Chinese characters, or from a 

pool of 488 artificial characters (all created with Adobe Illustrator graphics software). 

Relative to image A, only one of the 25 characters in image A’ was changed. The 

change was either partial (as in Experiment 1) or involved the whole character. When 

the change was partial, some of the target’s component lines in image A remained the 

same in image A’, but 3 to 5 component lines were altered. When the change involved 

the whole character, all of the character’s component lines in image A and image A’ 

were completely different. Thus, on trials with Chinese characters, target change 

involved continuous alternation between a Chinese character (image A) and a partially 

or wholly different artificial character (image A'). On trials with artificial characters, target 

change involved continuous alternation between an artificial character (image A) and 

another partially or wholly different artificial character (image A'). 
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Design 

This experiment had a 2x2x2 mixed design. The two within-subject factors were 

(1) the type of characters shown on a particular trial (Chinese vs. artificial), and (2) the 

magnitude of target character change (partial vs. whole). The between-subject factor 

was the Chinese reading ability of participants. The two groups of participants completed 

25 trials for each of the four within-subject conditions. 

Procedure 

The procedure was the same as that of Experiment 1. Participants completed 

four practice trials while being observed by the experimenter. And then, over the course 

of a 60-minute testing session, they completed 100 randomly ordered data trials. These 

were divided into four blocks of 25 trials with a two-minute break between each block. 

Results and Discussion 

Accuracy 

As was the case in the previous experiment, participants made very few time-out 

and change-localization errors (see Table 1). No speed-accuracy trade-off occurred, and 

no further inferential analyses were carried out with the response accuracy data. 

Table 1.  Mean response accuracy for readers and non-readers in Experiment 
2. 

Response time 

Prior to analysis of response times, 2.8% of trials were removed as errors and as 

response-time outliers for participants in the reader group; and 2.9% of trials were 

removed for participants in the non-reader group. A 2x2x2 repeated measures ANOVA 

was conducted with the mean response times for each participant in each condition. 

 Chinese character Artificial character 

partial change whole change partial change whole change 

Readers .981 .992 .966 .997 

Non-readers .979 .994 .973 .989 
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These means are shown in Figure 6. There was a main effect of reading ability. As in 

Experiment 1, readers found changes faster than non-readers (F(1,52) = 5.63, p = .021, ηp
2 

= .098). There was also a main effect of character type. Chinese-character changes 

were detected significantly faster than artificial-character changes (F(1,52) = 11.4, p = .001, 

ηp
2  = .179). There was also a significant interaction between reading ability and character 

type (F(1,52) = 16.4, p < .001, ηp
2 = .240). That is, readers detected changes faster than 

non-readers, but only when these changes were made to Chinese characters (t(52) = 3.76, 

p < .001, d = 1.02). Readers did not detect changes any faster than non-readers, 

however, when these changes were made to artificial characters (t(52) = .634, p = .53, d = 

0.17). 

 

Figure 6. Mean response times for Chinese readers and non-readers in 
Experiment 2. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals. 

The results of the ANOVA also indicated that whole-character changes were 

detected faster than partial-character changes (F(1,52) = 139, p < .001, ηp
2 = .727). There 

was, however, no significant interaction between reading ability and change magnitude 

(F(1,52) = .122, p = .73, ηp
2 = .002). This indicated that, for both groups, finding whole-

character changes was easier than finding partial-character changes. There was also a 
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curious interaction between change magnitude and character type (F(1,52) = 6.34, p 

= .015, ηp
2 = .109).  

To examine this more closely, I conducted additional 2x2 repeated measures 

ANOVAs for each participant group to determine whether or not the same type of 

interaction between change magnitude and character type held for both readers and 

non-readers. The analysis of readers’ data indicated that they found Chinese-character 

changes significantly faster than artificial-character changes (F(1,26) = 43.73, p < .001, η𝑝
2  

= .627), and they found whole-character changes significantly faster than partial-

character changes (F(1,26) = 87.1, p < .001, ηp
2 = .770). But, for readers, there was no 

significant interaction between character type and change magnitude (F(1,26) = 2.13, p 

= .156, ηp
2 = .076). This group required more time to find partial-change targets, 

regardless of character type. As expected, the analysis of non-readers’ data indicated 

that there was no significant difference between their mean response times for finding 

changes to Chinese and artificial characters (F(1,26) = 1.66, p = .21, ηp
2 = .060). And, like 

readers, non-readers found whole-character changes significantly faster than partial-

character changes (F(1,26) = 50.78, p < .001, ηp
2 = .661). Unlike readers, however, there 

was a Character-Type × Change-Magnitude interaction for the non-reader group (F(1,26) = 

6.66, p = .016, ηp
2 = .204). Non-readers took slightly longer to detect partial changes to 

Chinese characters (unreadable to this participant group) than partial changes to 

artificial characters (t(26) = 2.39, p = .024, d = 0.46). The reason why is unclear, but it has 

little bearing on the main findings of this experiment. 

As was the case in Experiment 1, when stimuli were Chinese characters, readers 

were faster than non-readers at detecting changes. But, in this experiment, when stimuli 

were artificial characters, readers were not faster than non-readers at detecting changes. 

This might have occurred because when readers compared a Chinese target character 

in flicker image A with an artificial target character in image A', the mismatch of the 

characters was quite apparent because the artificial character violated orthographic rules. 

On the other hand, when readers compared an artificial target character in flicker image 

A with a different artificial target character in image A', their mismatch was less apparent 

because both characters violated orthographic rules, and were meaningless to readers. 

This is further evidence that if the stimuli in this type of experiment are Chinese 
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characters that participants can read, then they will detect changes faster than when the 

stimuli are artificial characters that participants cannot read. 

Also, as expected, target-change magnitude affected response times. Both 

readers and non-readers detected whole changes faster than partial changes. This is 

consistent with previous findings that increasing the size of changing objects leads to 

faster detection response times (e.g., Smilek et al., 2000; Tovey & Herdman, 2014; 

Williams & Simons, 2000). With respect to the logographic stimuli in the current 

experiment, the visual similarity of partial-change target characters in images A and A' 

was greater than of whole-change target characters. The absence of an interaction 

between change magnitude and reading ability suggests that the change magnitude 

effect on response times was due primarily to visual similarity. 
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Experiment 3 

In the previous experiments, it was suggested that readers may have been able 

to detect mismatches between real characters in image A and artificial characters in 

image A' primarily on the basis of visual orthography violations. To further examine this 

possibility, a different type of artificial character called a pseudo character was used in 

Experiment 3.Pseudo characters are made of legal Chinese radicals, but the characters 

themselves are meaningless because the pairing of the radicals is incorrect (Chen et al., 

1996; Lu, Tang, Zhou & Yu, 2011). Because pseudo characters possess legal 

orthographic units (radicals) and therefore do not violate orthographic rules to the same 

extent as other artificial characters, the difference between a real character in image A 

and a pseudo character in image A' may have less to do with orthographic violation and 

more to do with their belonging to different lexical categories (meaningful vs. 

meaningless). If the reader advantage still occurred in Experiment 3, then this might 

suggest that, with pseudo artificial characters, it is due to a combination of orthographic 

violation sensitivity and semantic processing. 

As mentioned previously, serial search for changes in a flicker display rarely 

begins at the target location. Instead, observers usually inspect and evaluate several 

non-targets first. In a large display with 25 items like those in current study, this would 

almost always be the case. Inspections of non-targets involve comparing identical 

characters in image A and A’, determining that they match (therefore not the target), and 

then resuming search at another location. And given that most intra-item comparisons 

involve non-targets, these might also influence search efficiency. In particular, the results 

of the two previous experiments indicate that there is a reader advantage when target 

comparisons involve Chinese characters. Is this also the case when non-target 

comparisons involve Chinese characters? That is, when comparing non-target 

characters in image A and A', will readers detect the match faster with identical Chinese 

characters than with identical artificial characters? If so, then the nature of non-target 

items influence response times and must be taken into account when this type of task is 

performed. In Experiment 3, I examined this possibility by manipulating non-target 

character types.  
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Method 

Participants 

Twenty-eight SFU undergraduate students were recruited through the 

Psychology Department Research Participation System. They received course credits in 

exchange for their participation. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, 

and had no history of seizure. In addition, all participants self-reported to be proficient 

Chinese readers. Their ages ranged from 18 to 24 years (M = 20.5 years, 19 females). 

Stimuli 

The Chinese characters in this experiment were the same as those used in 

previous experiments. The artificial characters, however, were pseudo characters that 

possessed orthographic units that were visually more familiar to readers than the 

artificial characters in the previous experiments; but these characters were still artificial 

because they were meaningless. There were no partial-change targets in this 

experiment. All trials involved whole character changes between a Chinese character 

(image A) and an artificial character (image A'). 

Design 

This experiment had a 1x3 within-subject design. On one-third of trials, all 24 

non-targets in image A and A' were Chinese characters; on another third of trials, all 24 

non-targets were artificial characters. And on another third of trials, the non-target item 

set was a mix of 12 Chinese and 12 artificial characters. Participants completed 48 trials 

for each of the three non-target conditions. 

Procedure 

The procedure was the same as that of the previous experiments. Participants 

completed four practice trials while being observed by the experimenter. And then, over 

the course of a 60-minute testing session, they completed 144 randomly ordered data 

trials. These data trials were divided into six blocks of 24 trials with a two-minute break 

between each block. 
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Results and Discussion 

Accuracy 

Participants made very few time-out and change-localization errors. When the 

non-target item set was composed entirely of Chinese characters, the mean accuracy of 

responses was 98.3%. When the non-target item set was composed entirely of artificial 

characters, the mean accuracy of responses was 97.5%. And when the non-target item 

set was a heterogeneous mix of 12 Chinese and 12 artificial characters, the mean 

accuracy of responses was 98.5%. No speed-accuracy trade-off occurred, and no 

further inferential analyses were carried out with the response accuracy data. 

Response time 

Prior to analysis of response times, 3.7% of trials were removed as errors and as 

response-time outliers. A 1x3 repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with the mean 

response times for each participant in each condition. These means are shown in Figure 

7. The results indicate that the type of character that the non-target item set was 

composed of had a significant effect on the target detection times (F(1,54) = 9.24, p < .001, 

𝜂𝑝
2 = .255). As indicated by a post hoc test with Bonferroni correction, when all non-

targets were real Chinese characters, participants found targets significantly faster than 

when all non-targets were artificial characters (M = 7741 ms & M = 8893 ms respectively) 

(p = .002). The mean response times for finding the target among a heterogeneous mix 

of (12 Chinese & 12 artificial character) non-targets (M = 8317 ms) was neither 

significantly faster nor slower than the mean response times for the all-Chinese or the 

all-artificial non-target conditions (p = .074 & p = .089 respectively). The results of this 

experiment indicate that targets were detected significantly faster when surrounded by 

Chinese-character non-targets than when surrounded by artificial-character non-targets. 

That is, during the course of the serial search, Chinese-character non-targets were 

inspected and rejected as possible targets faster and more efficiently than artificial 

character non-targets. 
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Figure 7.  Chinese readers’ mean response times in Experiment 3. Error bars 
denote 95% confidence intervals. 

These findings indicate that the nature of non-target items does influence change 

detection. Inspections of non-target characters involved comparisons of identical 

characters in image A and A'. And participants detected matches between real 

characters that they had lexical knowledge of faster than matches between artificial 

characters that they did not have lexical knowledge of.  
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General Discussion 

The research described in this thesis was conducted to determine whether or not 

reading ability would facilitate the detection of changes to Chinese characters. The 

results showed that readers detected changes faster than non-readers if these changes 

involved Chinese characters, but not if they involved only artificial characters. 

Furthermore, when the unchanging non-target items in the search array were Chinese 

characters, readers were able to detect target changes faster than when the non-target 

items were artificial characters. These findings indicate that reading experience allows 

readers to detect changes to recognizable, meaningful logographic characters more 

efficiently than changes to unrecognizable, meaningless artificial characters. 

Reader Advantage and Intra-Item Comparison  

Flicker-task target detection occurs when characters at the same locations within 

images A and A' are compared and found to be a mismatch. And flicker-task 

performance is influenced by the efficiency with which display items can be processed 

and compared. The more apparent the difference is when characters are compared, the 

faster the change will be detected. Non-readers in this study determined mismatches 

between the visual features (i.e., number & positions of strokes) of target characters in 

image A and A'. Readers could determine target mismatches on the basis of visual 

differences. But they could also recognize Chinese characters and differentiate them 

from artificial characters because the latter violated Chinese orthographic rules. 

Consequently, when making intra-item comparisons between image A and A’, the 

contrast between a Chinese and an artificial character would be more apparent to 

readers than to non-reader.  

Orthography is one of the first types of knowledge acquired when one is learning 

to read a new language (Luo et al., 2011). Even at the grade three level, young children 

learning to read Chinese are able to discriminate between orthographically legal and 

illegal characters (Peng et al., 1997; Shu & Anderson, 1999). Moreover, Chinese 

readers are able to reject artificial characters faster and more accurately when they are 

clearly orthographically illegal (e.g. those in Experiment 1 & 2) than when they are closer 

to being orthographically legal (pseudo characters) (Peng et al., 1997). The skilled 
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readers who participated in the current study, therefore, would have no difficulty noticing 

the orthographic violations of artificial characters in Experiments 1 and 2. This might be 

one reason why they were able to detect mismatches between Chinese and artificial 

target characters in images A and A' faster than non-readers. 

The idea that readers are more sensitive to orthographic configurations of 

Chinese characters than non-readers is also supported by neurophysiological evidence. 

Some researchers found that the amplitude of the N170 ERP component (thought to be 

an index for visual word & orthographic processing) is greater when viewing real 

characters than when viewing artificial characters with incorrect arrangements of strokes 

(e.g., Cao & Zhang, 2011; Lin et al., 2011). Other researchers found no increase in 

amplitude of the N170 component when non-readers viewed Chinese characters (Wei, 

Dowens & Guo, 2018). In addition, with Chinese readers, visual mismatch negativity 

(vMMN) was elicited at an early time window (170 - 210 ms) for real-character oddballs 

(artificial characters as standards). With non-readers, however, there was no evidence of 

vMMN for either real- or artificial-character oddballs. These findings indicate that readers 

are able to process the orthographic information in the early stages of Chinese character 

recognition.  

The reader advantage in these experiments might also be associated with 

holistic processing of well-learned characters. As observers gain perceptual expertise 

with many types of objects (e.g., faces, fingerprints, English words), visual processing 

becomes more holistic. And these well-learned objects have been referred to as chunks 

(Chase & Simon, 1973; Rensink, 2000b, p. 1477). To novices, objects are represented 

in terms of their parts; whereas, to experts, objects are represented as relatively 

undifferentiated wholes (e.g., Bukach, Bub, Gauthier & Tarr, 2006; Palmeri & Gauthier, 

2004). And during the acquisition of this perceptual expertise, there is a gradual switch 

from part-based representations to holistic representations. The same appears to be true 

of Chinese character processing. The results of several studies indicate that skilled 

readers initially encode Chinese characters as meaningful wholes, as opposed to 

individual parts that are combined into wholes at a later stage of processing (e.g., Chua, 

1999; Liu & Perfetti, 2003; Mo, Yu, Seger & Mo, 2015). But when children begin to learn 

how to read Chinese, they tend to focus on strokes and radicals. And it is only with 

practice and more developed reading skill that they process characters more holistically 

(e.g., Anderson et al., 2013; Pak et al., 2005; Su & Samuels, 2010;). 
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The results of previous research indicate that holistic processing occurs to a 

greater degree with real characters than with artificial characters (Chen, Bukach, & 

Wong, 2013; Wong et al., 2011a, 2011b, 2012). And this also might have contributed to 

the reader advantage in the current study. More specifically, when readers inspected 

targets in Experiments 1 and 2, they compared a holistically perceived real character in 

image A (a single chunk) with a less holistically perceived artificial character in image A' 

(a collection of strokes). And the difference between the real character in image A and 

the artificial character in image A' would be more apparent to readers than to non-

readers because the latter would not process either character holistically. In terms of 

chunking, realartificial target character comparisons in Experiment 1 were perceived 

by readers as chunknon-chunk. And the difference between the two would be more 

apparent to them than to non-readers because the latter perceived the characters as 

non-chunk1non-chunk2. But, in Experiment 2, when comparing an artificial character in 

image A with a different artificial character in image A', the difference would not be more 

apparent to readers than to non-readers because, as indicated by previous findings, 

neither would be able to process the artificial characters holistically. Thus, 

artificialartificial target character comparisons in Experiment 2 would be perceived less 

holistically by both readers and non-readers as non-chunk1non-chunk2, and no reader 

advantage would occur. 

Holistic processing of Chinese characters also might have contributed to the 

efficiency with which readers inspected non-targets. In Experiment 3, all targets were 

seen in alternation as a real character in image A and an artificial character in image A'. 

Therefore, the difference in mean response times in the three conditions is attributable to 

how readers perceived and rejected different types of non-targets. To elaborate, the 

non-target characters in image A and A' were always identical. In terms of chunking, 

readers perceived realreal non-target character comparisons as chunkchunk 

(holistic match); and perceived artificialartificial non-target character comparisons as 

non-chunknon-chunk (parts-based match). Faster matching of identical real 

characters than matching of identical artificial characters is also consistent with the 

results of experiments involving same-different tasks with English words/non-words and 

Chinese/artificial characters (e.g., Barron & Henderson, 1977; Barron & Pittenger, 1974; 

Besner & Jackson, 1975; Chen et al., 1996; Henderson & Chard, 1976). Thus, slower 

target detection on trials on which all non-targets were artificial is consistent with 
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previous findings that artificial characters are processed less holistically than real 

characters. 

Non-targets and “Lexical Odd-Item-out”  

The faster target detection on trials with all Chinese non-targets than with all 

artificial non-targets in Experiment 3 raises a question about the interpretation of the 

results of the first two experiments. To what extent was the reader advantage due to the 

nature of the targets as opposed to the non-targets? In particular, all non-targets in 

Experiment 1 were Chinese characters. Given that readers are able to inspect and reject 

Chinese non-targets faster than artificial non-targets, could this be why they performed 

the Experiment 1 task more efficiently than non-readers (who cannot inspect and reject 

Chinese non-targets any faster than they can artificial non-targets)? If so, then perhaps 

the reader advantage found in Experiments 1 and 2 may be due, in part, to readers 

being able to inspect and reject the non-targets faster than non-readers. But the relative 

contributions of Chinese target and Chinese non-target intra-item comparisons to the 

reader advantage cannot be determined on the basis of the current experiments, and 

future research is required to address this question. For example, one experiment that 

might reveal more about potential influence of non-targets on the reader advantage 

could be a replication of Experiment 1; but could have two types of heterogeneous non-

target sets. One set could have 8 Chinese-character non-targets and 16 artificial-

character non-targets. The other could have 16 Chinese-character non-targets and 8 

artificial-character non-targets. If the magnitude of the reader advantage is unaffected by 

the type of non-target set, then this would suggest that non-targets do not influence it. 

On the other hand, if the reader advantage is greater when there are more Chinese-

character non-targets, then this would suggest that they account for at least some of this 

effect. Regardless of whether the reader advantage is due to target comparisons or non-

target comparisons, the main finding still holds: reading experience facilitates Chinese 

character change detection. 

Another question raised in Experiment 3 is whether or not a lexical odd-item-out 

target can influence search efficiency. An odd-item-out target with a unique visual 

feature (e.g., colour, shape, abrupt-onset) can capture attention and cause visual search 

to be initiated at its location (e.g., Hickey, McDonald & Theeuwes, 2006; Yantis & 

Jonides, 1996). In the current experiments, a "lexical" odd-item-out target could be the 
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only Chinese character in the display, or the only artificial character in the display. Could 

this lexical odd-item-out also cause visual search to be initiated at its location? The 

results of Experiment 3 indicate that this is not likely. In particular, targets were not 

detected significantly faster when they were a lexical odd-item-out than they were not 

(i.e., surrounded by a heterogeneous set of Chinese and artificial non-targets).  

Unlike a typical odd-item-out target that possesses a unique visual feature, 

determining that a target is a "lexical" odd-item-out requires that an eye movement first 

be made to its location so that it can be processed for recognition. To elaborate, a 

number of experiments on eye movements and reading have demonstrated that when 

English words lie outside the parafoveal field of view (10°), lexical processing is quite 

limited (Balota & Rayner, 1991; Blanchard, Pollatsek & Rayner, 1989; Bouma, 1978). 

This parafoveal region of effective vision for reading is called the perceptual span, and it 

is even smaller when reading Chinese characters (e.g., Chen & Tang, 1998; Inhoff & Liu, 

1997, 1998; Liu, Inhoff, Ye & Wu, 2002; Yen, Tsai, Tzeng & Hung, 2008). Given their 

visual complexity, determining the lexical category of Chinese and artificial characters 

lying outside the perceptual span would be difficult. In the current study, the spatial 

extent of the perceptual span for reading Chinese characters was less than 15% of the 

area of the stimulus displays (27.6 x 27.6°). Therefore, on most trials in these 

experiments, there is a high probability that lexical odd-item-out targets would not initially 

lie within the perceptual span; and that several eye movements would be made before 

such a target was parafoveated and its lexical category could be determined (Figure 8). 

The current study does not, however, conclusively rule out that possibility that lexical 

guidance of attention could occur with small displays of characters (e.g., 5 x 5°) that can 

be read with a minimal number of eye movements. And linguistic stimuli like Chinese 

characters are ideal for testing this question. 
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Figure 8. Characters cannot be recognized if they are outside the perceptual 
span (region of effective vision for reading). 

Implications  

The unique combination of logographic stimuli and the change-detection task in 

this study allowed me to systematically examine search serial within flickering displays, 

the factors that influence intra-item comparisons, and how properties of non-target 

objects affect search efficiency. This would not be feasible with pictorial stimuli that are 

often used with flicker tasks because the size, shape, and colour of objects within 

pictorial scenes usually vary to a great degree. Chinese characters, on the other hand, 

are ideal for studying these questions. And, more generally, their use with the flicker task 

is a new way to study the role of attention when reading. This is the first study, to my 

knowledge, that has been conducted with Chinese characters to examine the effect of 

reading ability on change detection. And the results raise many questions for future 

research. One of these, for example, is how semantic properties of Chinese characters 

(e.g., character frequency, familiarity, changes between synonyms or antonyms, etc.) 

affect change detection. Future work of this type has the potential to provide a bridge 

between the attention and reading literatures. And it is a novel approach for studying the 

lexical processes associated with reading.   
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